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Total Responses

Complete Responses: 46
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Q1: Are you a EGSC Swainsboro student?
Answered: 126    Skipped: 0
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Q1: Are you a EGSC Swainsboro student?
Answered: 126    Skipped: 0
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Q2: Gender:
Answered: 123    Skipped: 3
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Q2: Gender:
Answered: 123    Skipped: 3
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Q3: Age group:
Answered: 123    Skipped: 3
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Q3: Age group:
Answered: 123    Skipped: 3
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Q4: Ethnicity:
Answered: 126    Skipped: 0
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Q4: Ethnicity:
Answered: 126    Skipped: 0
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Q5: Academic class:
Answered: 126    Skipped: 0
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Q5: Academic class:
Answered: 126    Skipped: 0
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Q6: Please rate the quality of enrollment services provided by the 
following offices based on your level of satisfaction.
Answered: 93    Skipped: 33
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Q7: Please rate the quality of academic services based on your level of 
satisfaction.
Answered: 93    Skipped: 33
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Q8: Please rate the quality of services provided by the following offices 
based on your level of satisfaction.
Answered: 93    Skipped: 33
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Q9: To help improve the information we make available to students, please rate the usefulness 
of the information we provide to you through the following sources:
Answered: 93    Skipped: 33
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Q10: Please rate the usefulness of the information we provide to you 
through the following offices:
Answered: 91    Skipped: 35
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Q11: Please indicate your level of agreement with the following 
statements:
Answered: 92    Skipped: 34
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Q12: Overall, how satisfied are you  with your experience at EGSC?
Answered: 92    Skipped: 34
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Q12: Overall, how satisfied are you  with your experience at EGSC?
Answered: 92    Skipped: 34
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Q13: How important was each of these in choosing to attend East Georgia 
State College?
Answered: 84    Skipped: 42
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Q14: How likely are you to recommend EGSC to others?
Answered: 84    Skipped: 42
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Q14: How likely are you to recommend EGSC to others?
Answered: 84    Skipped: 42
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Q15: How likely are you to continue attending EGSC next year?
Answered: 84    Skipped: 42
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Q15: How likely are you to continue attending EGSC next year?
Answered: 84    Skipped: 42
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Q16: Do you agree that the courses that you have taken as prerequisites for other courses in 
each of the following academic areas have prepared you for the next course in the sequence?
Answered: 64    Skipped: 62
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Q17: Do you agree that you are given opportunities to practice and apply 
what is taught in each of the following types of courses?
Answered: 64    Skipped: 62
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Q18: Do you agree that you are encouraged to investigate and critically analyze new ideas 
and/or solve problems in each of the following types of courses?
Answered: 64    Skipped: 62
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Q19: Do you agree that you are encouraged to interact and learn with 
other students in each of the following types of courses?
Answered: 64    Skipped: 62
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Q20: How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?
Answered 45
Skipped 81

Respondents Responses
1 No opinion
2 Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.
3 My experience has been good, no improvements needed.
4 Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.
5 Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 
6 Nicer professors
7 I wouldn’t change a thing!
8 n/a
9 It is fairly good right now 

10 Try New Things 

11
By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and 
stay positive in matter most.

12 Studying 
13 It’s great!
14 Going to the ace & being attentive to class 
15 Study more
16 Not sure
17 By paying attention to the professors 


Q 20

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

		Answered		45

		Skipped		81

		Respondents		Responses

		1		No opinion

		2		Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.

		3		My experience has been good, no improvements needed.

		4		Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.

		5		Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 

		6		Nicer professors

		7		I wouldn’t change a thing!

		8		n/a

		9		It is fairly good right now 

		10		Try New Things 

		11		By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and stay positive in matter most.

		12		Studying 

		13		It’s great!

		14		Going to the ace & being attentive to class 

		15		Study more

		16		Not sure

		17		By paying attention to the professors 

		18		Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying methods

		19		Having More Activities To Do 

		20		By going to the ACE

		21		Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student regardless of any situations

		22		I don’t think it needs improvement at all 

		23		I would not change a thing.

		24		Not sure yet.

		25		It’s just right 

		26		By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.

		27		By studying more

		28		My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a powerpoint and teach more. 

		29		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

		30		it's going great

		31		No opinion

		32		It can improve by going to the ACE

		33		More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

		34		It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

		35		Studying more

		36		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I need help with.

		37		More consideration of students' available time to study

		38		More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.

		39		Studying 

		40		offering more tutoring services and different subjects 

		41		Study more often.

		42		It is already well

		43		longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room

		44		It’s good the way it is.

		45		The work will get your mind moving 





Q 37

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can EGSC's food services by improved?

		Answered		35

		Skipped		91

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Healthier and more fresh options


		2		Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick should be improved for students with little time between classes

		3		customer service could be faster

		4		More choices please.

		5		n/a

		6		Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

		7		Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and figuring out which foods go well together.

		8		Get better food

		9		Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

		10		More choices 

		11		Food be done in a timely manner 

		12		By then serving more varieties of food

		13		Faster and fresher 

		14		More variety of foods and longer food times 

		15		Keep the coffee shop open later.

		16		If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.

		17		More worker at the college cafe. 

		18		Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 

		19		it cant


		20		College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.

		21		Longer hours

		22		The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

		23		Hire more people to work and help the facility 

		24		By adding more diversity than the regular food 

		25		Good 

		26		TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

		27		Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to have the same thing every week.

		28		Faster service 

		29		more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 

		30		 Nothing they are very satisfying.

		31		They are good

		32		the cafe near the library having longer hours

		33		Have the cafeteria have faster service

		34		More cooks in back

		35		I like the food sometimes 





Q 42

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance your academic success?

		Answered		16

		Skipped		110

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.

		2		Reminders and keep inclass class in class.

		3		You tube

		4		Faster wifi

		5		I don’t like online

		6		N/a

		7		Try to maybe interact with the students more

		8		One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day to day activities.

		9		Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

		10		One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my academic success is provide more study problems.

		11		Reply back immediately 

		12		Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

		13		Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.


		14		Provide us with the books.

		15		I am not sure

		16		maybe having some live teachings or discussions 
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Q20: How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?
Respondents Responses

18
Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying 
methods

19 Having More Activities To Do 
20 By going to the ACE

21
Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student 
regardless of any situations

22 I don’t think it needs improvement at all 
23 I would not change a thing.
24 Not sure yet.
25 It’s just right 
26 By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.
27 By studying more

28
My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a 
powerpoint and teach more. 

29 My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom 
to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

30 it's going great
31 No opinion
32 It can improve by going to the ACE
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		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

		Answered		45

		Skipped		81

		Respondents		Responses

		1		No opinion

		2		Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.

		3		My experience has been good, no improvements needed.

		4		Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.

		5		Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 

		6		Nicer professors

		7		I wouldn’t change a thing!

		8		n/a

		9		It is fairly good right now 

		10		Try New Things 

		11		By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and stay positive in matter most.

		12		Studying 

		13		It’s great!

		14		Going to the ace & being attentive to class 

		15		Study more

		16		Not sure

		17		By paying attention to the professors 

		18		Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying methods

		19		Having More Activities To Do 

		20		By going to the ACE

		21		Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student regardless of any situations

		22		I don’t think it needs improvement at all 

		23		I would not change a thing.

		24		Not sure yet.

		25		It’s just right 

		26		By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.

		27		By studying more

		28		My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a powerpoint and teach more. 

		29		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

		30		it's going great

		31		No opinion

		32		It can improve by going to the ACE

		33		More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

		34		It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

		35		Studying more

		36		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I need help with.

		37		More consideration of students' available time to study

		38		More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.

		39		Studying 

		40		offering more tutoring services and different subjects 

		41		Study more often.

		42		It is already well

		43		longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room

		44		It’s good the way it is.

		45		The work will get your mind moving 





Q 37

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can EGSC's food services by improved?

		Answered		35

		Skipped		91

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Healthier and more fresh options


		2		Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick should be improved for students with little time between classes

		3		customer service could be faster

		4		More choices please.

		5		n/a

		6		Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

		7		Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and figuring out which foods go well together.

		8		Get better food

		9		Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

		10		More choices 

		11		Food be done in a timely manner 

		12		By then serving more varieties of food

		13		Faster and fresher 

		14		More variety of foods and longer food times 

		15		Keep the coffee shop open later.

		16		If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.

		17		More worker at the college cafe. 

		18		Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 

		19		it cant


		20		College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.

		21		Longer hours

		22		The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

		23		Hire more people to work and help the facility 

		24		By adding more diversity than the regular food 

		25		Good 

		26		TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

		27		Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to have the same thing every week.

		28		Faster service 

		29		more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 

		30		 Nothing they are very satisfying.

		31		They are good

		32		the cafe near the library having longer hours

		33		Have the cafeteria have faster service

		34		More cooks in back

		35		I like the food sometimes 





Q 42

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance your academic success?

		Answered		16

		Skipped		110

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.

		2		Reminders and keep inclass class in class.

		3		You tube

		4		Faster wifi

		5		I don’t like online

		6		N/a

		7		Try to maybe interact with the students more

		8		One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day to day activities.

		9		Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

		10		One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my academic success is provide more study problems.

		11		Reply back immediately 

		12		Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

		13		Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.


		14		Provide us with the books.

		15		I am not sure

		16		maybe having some live teachings or discussions 
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Q20: How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

Respondents Responses
33 More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

34
It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the 
advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

35 Studying more

36
My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I 
need help with.

37 More consideration of students' available time to study
38 More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.
39 Studying 
40 offering more tutoring services and different subjects 
41 Study more often.
42 It is already well

43 longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room
44 It’s good the way it is.
45 The work will get your mind moving 


Q 20

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

		Answered		45

		Skipped		81

		Respondents		Responses

		1		No opinion

		2		Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.

		3		My experience has been good, no improvements needed.

		4		Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.

		5		Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 

		6		Nicer professors

		7		I wouldn’t change a thing!

		8		n/a

		9		It is fairly good right now 

		10		Try New Things 

		11		By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and stay positive in matter most.

		12		Studying 

		13		It’s great!

		14		Going to the ace & being attentive to class 

		15		Study more

		16		Not sure

		17		By paying attention to the professors 

		18		Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying methods

		19		Having More Activities To Do 

		20		By going to the ACE

		21		Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student regardless of any situations

		22		I don’t think it needs improvement at all 

		23		I would not change a thing.

		24		Not sure yet.

		25		It’s just right 

		26		By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.

		27		By studying more

		28		My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a powerpoint and teach more. 

		29		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

		30		it's going great

		31		No opinion

		32		It can improve by going to the ACE

		33		More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

		34		It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

		35		Studying more

		36		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I need help with.

		37		More consideration of students' available time to study

		38		More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.

		39		Studying 

		40		offering more tutoring services and different subjects 

		41		Study more often.

		42		It is already well

		43		longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room

		44		It’s good the way it is.

		45		The work will get your mind moving 





Q 37

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can EGSC's food services by improved?

		Answered		35

		Skipped		91

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Healthier and more fresh options


		2		Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick should be improved for students with little time between classes

		3		customer service could be faster

		4		More choices please.

		5		n/a

		6		Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

		7		Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and figuring out which foods go well together.

		8		Get better food

		9		Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

		10		More choices 

		11		Food be done in a timely manner 

		12		By then serving more varieties of food

		13		Faster and fresher 

		14		More variety of foods and longer food times 

		15		Keep the coffee shop open later.

		16		If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.

		17		More worker at the college cafe. 

		18		Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 

		19		it cant


		20		College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.

		21		Longer hours

		22		The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

		23		Hire more people to work and help the facility 

		24		By adding more diversity than the regular food 

		25		Good 

		26		TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

		27		Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to have the same thing every week.

		28		Faster service 

		29		more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 

		30		 Nothing they are very satisfying.

		31		They are good

		32		the cafe near the library having longer hours

		33		Have the cafeteria have faster service

		34		More cooks in back

		35		I like the food sometimes 





Q 42

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance your academic success?

		Answered		16

		Skipped		110

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.

		2		Reminders and keep inclass class in class.

		3		You tube

		4		Faster wifi

		5		I don’t like online

		6		N/a

		7		Try to maybe interact with the students more

		8		One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day to day activities.

		9		Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

		10		One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my academic success is provide more study problems.

		11		Reply back immediately 

		12		Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

		13		Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.


		14		Provide us with the books.

		15		I am not sure

		16		maybe having some live teachings or discussions 
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Q21: Indicate your agreement with the following statements about the 
EGSC Admissions Office:
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q22: Prior to attending EGSC, how well informed were you regarding the 
cost of attendance?
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q22: Prior to attending EGSC, how well informed were you regarding the 
cost of attendance?
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q23: Please indicate the importance of having an estimate of the total 
cost of attending EGSC, including personal expenses and transportation 
costs.
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q23: Please indicate the importance of having an estimate of the total cost of attending EGSC, 
including personal expenses and transportation costs.
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q24: Please rank the most frequent reason you visit the Financial Aid 
Office on a scale from 1 (least) to 6 (most):
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q24: Please rank the most frequent reason you visit the Financial Aid 
Office on a scale from 1 (least) to 6 (most):
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q25: Indicate your agreement with each of the following statements about 
the Registrar's Office.
Answered: 53    Skipped: 73
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Q26: Please rank from 1 (least) to 6 (most) the way you prefer to conduct 
business with the Enrollment Management offices.
Answered: 50    Skipped: 76
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Q26: Please rank from 1 (least) to 6 (most) the way you prefer to conduct 
business with the Enrollment Management offices.
Answered: 50    Skipped: 76
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Q27: Concerning your SAFETY while you are on campus, how would you 
rate your overall feelings of being safe and secure?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q27: Concerning your SAFETY while you are on campus, how would you 
rate your overall feelings of being safe and secure?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q28: Concerning the CLEANLINESS of campus facilities, how would you 
rate the building(s) in which you attend class?
Answered: 51    Skipped: 75
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Q28: Concerning the CLEANLINESS of campus facilities, how would you 
rate the building(s) in which you attend class?
Answered: 51    Skipped: 75
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Q29: Concerning the Plant Operations Staff (Custodial Services/Landscape-Grounds/Building 
Maintenance), how would you rate the overall CUSTOMER SERVICE (attentiveness, friendliness, 
cooperation) of staff members?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q29: Concerning the Plant Operations Staff (Custodial Services/Landscape-Grounds/Building 
Maintenance), how would you rate the overall CUSTOMER SERVICE (attentiveness, 
friendliness, cooperation) of staff members?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q30: How would you rate the campus based on the APPEARANCE AND 
UPKEEP of campus grounds?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q30: How would you rate the campus based on the APPEARANCE AND 
UPKEEP of campus grounds?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q31: How would you rate the facilities based on the APPEARANCE AND 
UPKEEP of campus buildings?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q31: How would you rate the facilities based on the APPEARANCE AND 
UPKEEP of campus buildings?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q32: Have you used counseling and/or disability services at EGSC?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q32: Have you used counseling and/or disability services at EGSC?
Answered: 52    Skipped: 74
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Q33: Indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statements about counseling and disability services.
Answered: 11    Skipped: 115
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Q34: How satisfied are you with the overall customer service provided by 
the Business Office when using the following applications and services?
Answered: 50    Skipped: 76
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Q35: Have you gone to the College Café, Common Grounds Coffee Shop 
and/or the Richard L Brown Cafeteria?
Answered: 50    Skipped: 76
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Q35: Have you gone to the College Café, Common Grounds Coffee Shop 
and/or the Richard L Brown Cafeteria?
Answered: 50    Skipped: 76
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Q36: Indicate your satisfaction with the following aspects of EGSC food 
services
Answered: 41    Skipped: 85
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Q37: How can EGSC's food services by improved?
Answered 35
Skipped 91

Respondents Responses
1 Healthier and more fresh options

2
Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick 
should be improved for students with little time between classes

3 customer service could be faster
4 More choices please.
5 n/a
6 Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

7
Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and 
figuring out which foods go well together.

8 Get better food

9
Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

10 More choices 
11 Food be done in a timely manner 
12 By then serving more varieties of food
13 Faster and fresher 
14 More variety of foods and longer food times 
15 Keep the coffee shop open later.

16
If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes 
every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.


Q 20

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

		Answered		45

		Skipped		81

		Respondents		Responses

		1		No opinion

		2		Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.

		3		My experience has been good, no improvements needed.

		4		Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.

		5		Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 

		6		Nicer professors

		7		I wouldn’t change a thing!

		8		n/a

		9		It is fairly good right now 

		10		Try New Things 

		11		By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and stay positive in matter most.

		12		Studying 

		13		It’s great!

		14		Going to the ace & being attentive to class 

		15		Study more

		16		Not sure

		17		By paying attention to the professors 

		18		Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying methods

		19		Having More Activities To Do 

		20		By going to the ACE

		21		Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student regardless of any situations

		22		I don’t think it needs improvement at all 

		23		I would not change a thing.

		24		Not sure yet.

		25		It’s just right 

		26		By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.

		27		By studying more

		28		My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a powerpoint and teach more. 

		29		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

		30		it's going great

		31		No opinion

		32		It can improve by going to the ACE

		33		More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

		34		It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

		35		Studying more

		36		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I need help with.

		37		More consideration of students' available time to study

		38		More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.

		39		Studying 

		40		offering more tutoring services and different subjects 

		41		Study more often.

		42		It is already well

		43		longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room

		44		It’s good the way it is.

		45		The work will get your mind moving 





Q 37

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can EGSC's food services by improved?

		Answered		35

		Skipped		91

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Healthier and more fresh options

		2		Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick should be improved for students with little time between classes

		3		customer service could be faster

		4		More choices please.

		5		n/a

		6		Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

		7		Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and figuring out which foods go well together.

		8		Get better food

		9		Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

		10		More choices 

		11		Food be done in a timely manner 

		12		By then serving more varieties of food

		13		Faster and fresher 

		14		More variety of foods and longer food times 

		15		Keep the coffee shop open later.

		16		If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.

		17		More worker at the college cafe. 

		18		Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 

		19		it cant

		20		College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.

		21		Longer hours

		22		The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

		23		Hire more people to work and help the facility 

		24		By adding more diversity than the regular food 

		25		Good 

		26		TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

		27		Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to have the same thing every week.

		28		Faster service 

		29		more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 

		30		 Nothing they are very satisfying.

		31		They are good

		32		the cafe near the library having longer hours

		33		Have the cafeteria have faster service

		34		More cooks in back

		35		I like the food sometimes 





Q 42

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance your academic success?

		Answered		16

		Skipped		110

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.

		2		Reminders and keep inclass class in class.

		3		You tube

		4		Faster wifi

		5		I don’t like online

		6		N/a

		7		Try to maybe interact with the students more

		8		One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day to day activities.

		9		Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

		10		One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my academic success is provide more study problems.

		11		Reply back immediately 

		12		Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

		13		Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.


		14		Provide us with the books.

		15		I am not sure

		16		maybe having some live teachings or discussions 
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Q37: How can EGSC's food services by improved?
Respondents Responses

17 More worker at the college cafe. 
18 Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 
19 it cant
20 College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.
21 Longer hours

22
The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining 
hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

23 Hire more people to work and help the facility 
24 By adding more diversity than the regular food 
25 Good 
26 TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

27
Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to 
have the same thing every week.

28 Faster service 
29 more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 
30  Nothing they are very satisfying.
31 They are good
32 the cafe near the library having longer hours
33 Have the cafeteria have faster service
34 More cooks in back
35 I like the food sometimes 


Q 20

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

		Answered		45

		Skipped		81

		Respondents		Responses

		1		No opinion

		2		Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.

		3		My experience has been good, no improvements needed.

		4		Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.

		5		Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 

		6		Nicer professors

		7		I wouldn’t change a thing!

		8		n/a

		9		It is fairly good right now 

		10		Try New Things 

		11		By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and stay positive in matter most.

		12		Studying 

		13		It’s great!

		14		Going to the ace & being attentive to class 

		15		Study more

		16		Not sure

		17		By paying attention to the professors 

		18		Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying methods

		19		Having More Activities To Do 

		20		By going to the ACE

		21		Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student regardless of any situations

		22		I don’t think it needs improvement at all 

		23		I would not change a thing.

		24		Not sure yet.

		25		It’s just right 

		26		By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.

		27		By studying more

		28		My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a powerpoint and teach more. 

		29		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

		30		it's going great

		31		No opinion

		32		It can improve by going to the ACE

		33		More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

		34		It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

		35		Studying more

		36		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I need help with.

		37		More consideration of students' available time to study

		38		More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.

		39		Studying 

		40		offering more tutoring services and different subjects 

		41		Study more often.

		42		It is already well

		43		longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room

		44		It’s good the way it is.

		45		The work will get your mind moving 





Q 37

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can EGSC's food services by improved?

		Answered		35

		Skipped		91

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Healthier and more fresh options

		2		Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick should be improved for students with little time between classes

		3		customer service could be faster

		4		More choices please.

		5		n/a

		6		Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

		7		Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and figuring out which foods go well together.

		8		Get better food

		9		Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

		10		More choices 

		11		Food be done in a timely manner 

		12		By then serving more varieties of food

		13		Faster and fresher 

		14		More variety of foods and longer food times 

		15		Keep the coffee shop open later.

		16		If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.

		17		More worker at the college cafe. 

		18		Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 

		19		it cant

		20		College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.

		21		Longer hours

		22		The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

		23		Hire more people to work and help the facility 

		24		By adding more diversity than the regular food 

		25		Good 

		26		TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

		27		Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to have the same thing every week.

		28		Faster service 

		29		more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 

		30		 Nothing they are very satisfying.

		31		They are good

		32		the cafe near the library having longer hours

		33		Have the cafeteria have faster service

		34		More cooks in back

		35		I like the food sometimes 





Q 42

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance your academic success?

		Answered		16

		Skipped		110

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.

		2		Reminders and keep inclass class in class.

		3		You tube

		4		Faster wifi

		5		I don’t like online

		6		N/a

		7		Try to maybe interact with the students more

		8		One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day to day activities.

		9		Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

		10		One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my academic success is provide more study problems.

		11		Reply back immediately 

		12		Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

		13		Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.


		14		Provide us with the books.

		15		I am not sure

		16		maybe having some live teachings or discussions 
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Q38: Have you been advised by a faculty or professional academic 
advisor prior to registering for classes?
Answered: 49    Skipped: 77
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Q38: Have you been advised by a faculty or professional academic 
advisor prior to registering for classes?
Answered: 49    Skipped: 77
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Q39: Indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statements about academic advisement.
Answered: 37    Skipped: 89
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Q40: In the past 12 months, have you taken any courses at East Georgia 
State College that were completely online?
Answered: 48    Skipped: 78
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Q40: In the past 12 months, have you taken any courses at East Georgia 
State College that were completely online?
Answered: 48    Skipped: 78
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Q41: Describe your overall experience with completely online course(s).
Answered: 27    Skipped: 99
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Q41: Describe your overall experience with completely online course(s).
Answered: 27    Skipped: 99
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Q42: What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do 
with technology to enhance your academic success?

Answered 16
Skipped 110

Respondents Responses
1 Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.
2 Reminders and keep inclass class in class.
3 You tube
4 Faster wifi
5 I don’t like online
6 N/a
7 Try to maybe interact with the students more

8
One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to 
enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day 
to day activities.

9
Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the 
semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

10
One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my 
academic success is provide more study problems.

11 Reply back immediately 
12 Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

13
Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the 
access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.

14 Provide us with the books.
15 I am not sure
16 maybe having some live teachings or discussions 


Q 20

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can your learning experience at EGSC be improved?

		Answered		45

		Skipped		81

		Respondents		Responses

		1		No opinion

		2		Some courses here need to be better explained by the professor.

		3		My experience has been good, no improvements needed.

		4		Offer more times selected for classes. You have to remember some college kids work.

		5		Professors don't answer emails and seem unapproachable 

		6		Nicer professors

		7		I wouldn’t change a thing!

		8		n/a

		9		It is fairly good right now 

		10		Try New Things 

		11		By asking questions and get help. Not only that , but focus on keeping grades up, and stay positive in matter most.

		12		Studying 

		13		It’s great!

		14		Going to the ace & being attentive to class 

		15		Study more

		16		Not sure

		17		By paying attention to the professors 

		18		Encourage students to visit the ace, form study groups, or diversify their studying methods

		19		Having More Activities To Do 

		20		By going to the ACE

		21		Get real actual tutors, and helpful and nice professors that are willing to help a student regardless of any situations

		22		I don’t think it needs improvement at all 

		23		I would not change a thing.

		24		Not sure yet.

		25		It’s just right 

		26		By communicating with more people and getting involved more in school.

		27		By studying more

		28		My learning experience can be improved if professors would not just read off of a powerpoint and teach more. 

		29		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by allowing my time in the classroom to be more devoted to what I need to know to be successful in my career field.

		30		it's going great

		31		No opinion

		32		It can improve by going to the ACE

		33		More people to work at Ace and to help them with tutoring and such

		34		It can be improved by the involvement of advisors like appointments or meetings with the advisors for the graduation plan along with course descriptions.

		35		Studying more

		36		My learning experience at EGSC can be improved by going to get help with courses that I need help with.

		37		More consideration of students' available time to study

		38		More help in the A.C.E. would be lovely.

		39		Studying 

		40		offering more tutoring services and different subjects 

		41		Study more often.

		42		It is already well

		43		longer library hours and letting art majors have 24/7 access to the art room

		44		It’s good the way it is.

		45		The work will get your mind moving 





Q 37

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		How can EGSC's food services by improved?

		Answered		35

		Skipped		91

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Healthier and more fresh options

		2		Hours could be more convenient and the serving time from order to pick should be improved for students with little time between classes

		3		customer service could be faster

		4		More choices please.

		5		n/a

		6		Freshly cooked food that is not left over and frozen

		7		Try out new foods: like Fruits, Vegetables, a variety of condiments, and figuring out which foods go well together.

		8		Get better food

		9		Start serving breakfast
Open on the weekend 

		10		More choices 

		11		Food be done in a timely manner 

		12		By then serving more varieties of food

		13		Faster and fresher 

		14		More variety of foods and longer food times 

		15		Keep the coffee shop open later.

		16		If the workers would close the time they are supposed to. One lady closes every 2 hours early and she will open 1 1/2 late.

		17		More worker at the college cafe. 

		18		Different varieties, faster service, more workers , and longer hours 

		19		it cant

		20		College Cafe is very slow, taking sometimes up to 30 min. for a sandwich.

		21		Longer hours

		22		The food services could be improved by extending the hours of the dining hall from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to 5p.m. to 8 p.m. 

		23		Hire more people to work and help the facility 

		24		By adding more diversity than the regular food 

		25		Good 

		26		TV in new waiting area with finished order numbers

		27		Different types of food every week, instead of knowing that we are going to have the same thing every week.

		28		Faster service 

		29		more food options and longer hours missing food because of classes 

		30		 Nothing they are very satisfying.

		31		They are good

		32		the cafe near the library having longer hours

		33		Have the cafeteria have faster service

		34		More cooks in back

		35		I like the food sometimes 





Q 42

		EGSC Swainsboro Student Satisfaction Survey Fall 2019

		What is ONE thing you would like your instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance your academic success?

		Answered		16

		Skipped		110

		Respondents		Responses

		1		Help with putting up study guides to better prepare me for test.

		2		Reminders and keep inclass class in class.

		3		You tube

		4		Faster wifi

		5		I don’t like online

		6		N/a

		7		Try to maybe interact with the students more

		8		One thing I would like my instructors at EGSC to do with technology to enhance my academic success is to make a calendar so I can know our day to day activities.

		9		Maybe create a calendar with all assignments that are due throughout the semester and post it on D2L for the students. 

		10		One thing I would like my instructors to do with technology to enhance my academic success is provide more study problems.

		11		Reply back immediately 

		12		Have recording of class lectures to better understand the material

		13		Ask Professors to be more clear on how they take attendance. Also use the access code because I didn't buy the access code to waste money.

		14		Provide us with the books.

		15		I am not sure

		16		maybe having some live teachings or discussions 
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Q43: Have you used tutoring services at EGSC?
Answered: 47    Skipped: 79
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Q43: Have you used tutoring services at EGSC?
Answered: 47    Skipped: 79
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Q44: Indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statements about tutoring services.
Answered: 25    Skipped: 101
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Q45: Have you used test proctoring (not ProctorU) services provided by 
EGSC?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q45: Have you used test proctoring (not ProctorU) services provided by 
EGSC?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q46: Indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statements about test proctoring services.
Answered: 11    Skipped: 115
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Q47: How often do you access the library online?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q47: How often do you access the library online?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q48: How often do you come to the library?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q48: How often do you come to the library?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q49: Indicate your agreement with each of the following aspects of 
customer service provided by the library staff.
Answered: 37    Skipped: 89
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Q50: In how many campus activities have you participated this year?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q50: In how many campus activities have you participated this year?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q51: How do you usually become aware of campus activities (check all 
that apply)?
Answered: 29    Skipped: 97
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Q51: How do you usually become aware of campus activities (check all 
that apply)?
Answered: 29    Skipped: 97
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Q52: How satisfied are you with the activity space provided?
Answered: 29    Skipped: 97
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Q52: How satisfied are you with the activity space provided?
Answered: 29    Skipped: 97
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Q53: How satisfied are you with the campus activities provided this year?
Answered: 29    Skipped: 97
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Q53: How satisfied are you with the campus activities provided this year?
Answered: 29    Skipped: 97
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Q54: Do you live in the Bobcat Villas?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q54: Do you live in the Bobcat Villas?
Answered: 46    Skipped: 80
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Q55: Indicate your agreement with the following statements about the 
Bobcat Villas:
Answered: 25    Skipped: 101
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